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In E6 models emerging at low ener~_es from the superstring there are exotic charge-~ h-quarks. When h-b mixing is taken into
account, SUSY contribution to D°-D ° mixing is enhanced several orders beyond that in the standard model and is close to the
experimental upper limit.

Superstring theories after compactification on a Calabi-Yau manifold lead to supersymmetric (SUSY) E 6
grand unified models :1. Such models contain exotic fermions in addition to the usual ones, and they survive
to low energies when no intermediate mass scales are present, as is suggested on cosmological grounds [2].
Among these fermions the charge-~ colour triplet h-quarks have recently attracted some attention. When the
electroweak gauge symmetry is broken, the S U ( 2 ) L singlet h-quark can mix with the d-type quarks and such
mixing leads to interesting phenomenological consequences. An independent motivation for this kind of mixing
is provided by the observed small deviation from unitarity of the (3 X 3) Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix
V [ 3,4]. h - d mixing has been studied [ 5 ] in the context of neutral currents, h-quark decay, top-quark mass
and sneutrino VEV. The precision to which Vud is known restricts h - d mixing to be very small and it does not
have any significant effect on CP-violation and heavy meson mixing [6 ]. The same reasoning applies for h-s
mixing as well. The remaining possibility is that of h - b mixing which can be comparatively large [ 3 ]. This
mixing has dramatic implications on CP-violation - the lower bound on the t-quark mass is removed and ~'/~
is consistent with experiment even for the most unfavourable situation for the standard model [ 6 ]. B °-B° mixing is found to remain unaffected. In this note we investigate the D ° - D ° system in the light of h - b mixing.
In the standard model D ° - D ° mixing is generated through W-exchange box diagrams with d-type quarks in
the internal lines. It has been shown [ 7 ] that since mc ~>ms, rnd it is important to retain the momenta in the
external lines of the box diagram - this suppresses AmD by 2 orders of magnitude and it is found to be
O(10-17_ 10-18 GeV), which is several orders smaller than the current experimental bound, viz. 6.5 X 10-13
GeV [8].
Incorporating the h-quark we now have a generalised (3 X4) KM matrix V:

Cl
V= SiC2
\SIS 2

$1S3So,

-- *'~lC3

-- S183 COt

C I C 2 C 3 - S 2 S 3 ei6

(CiC2S3--[-S2C3ei'~)fOt

-(CiC2S3+S2C3ei6)aOt

CIS2C3 +C2S3 ei~

( CIS2S3-C2C3ei~)fct

- ( CiS2S3-C2C3eia)SOt J

,

(1)
where Ci= cos 0i, S~= sin 0~, and we have assumed that h mixes with b alone. From the experimental constraints
on the KM elements, cot c~~<0.11 [ 3 ]. From now on we will set cot or-- 0.11.
" See ref. [ 1] for reviews.
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The angles 02 and 0 3 are usually determined from the bottom
k = F ( b ~ u ~ v ) / F ( b ~ c ~ v ) . With the extra h-quark, 02 and 03 are given by

$3 = (S3)std./C,~,

02 = [cos-~(c/x/a 2 + bEC 2 ) + s i n - l ( b C z / x / a 2 + b EC 2 ) ] / 2 ,
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(2,3)

with a = C 2 C 2t S 23, b = - 2 C1 $3 C3 and c = C~ + S 2( C 2 - 5.78 ). The presence of Ca in eq. (2) enhances $2 and
$3 - this is at the root of the dramatic effects on CP-violation [ 6]. There it has been shown that when one
requires consistency with the experimental value of e, for realistic top quark masses (30-60 GeV) Cz ~ + 1.
However, the solutions corresponding to Cz-~ - 1 can be ruled out from the constraints [4] on V¢d from charm
production by neutrinos.
In the E 6 model we are interested in, box diagram contributions to A m D with the h-quark in the inner lines
will dominate because of the large h-mass (m h > 25 GeV) - similar to the b-quark dominance in the standard
case [7]. Using the same formalism we find an enhancement of O (tanZa) from the KM factors at the vertices
and a further factor of O(10) from the m o m e n t u m integrals. Thus Amp is now of the order of 10-14_ 10-15
GeV and is still well below the stipulated limit.
In the SUSY standard model, there exists the further possibility of gluino induced diagrams contributing to
D ° - D ° mixing. Such contributions - flavour violation through the gluino - have non-trivial effects on CP-violation in the neutral kaon system [9]. In that case the gluino exchange box diagrams have d-type squarks
(l)) in the inner lines. Flavour violation occurs predominantly in the left-handed sector. The (3 × 3) DE mass
matrix at low energies is of the form
-

M2(I)L) =#2LI + MdM+ +cMoM + ,

(4)

where the last term ( c ~ 1 ) arises from the renormalisation due to the top-quark Yukawa coupling and is
responsible for flavour non-conservation;/~2 is a flavour-blind SUSY breaking parameter.
The SUSY graphs in the D ° - D ° case have 0 inner lines. The mass matrix relevant to this case is
M2(OL) =I.tLI+MuM~
2
+ +C'MdM2.

(5)

Since the d-type quarks are lighter than the u-type quarks the gluino mediated flavour violation is less pronounced in this case and the SUSY contribution to Amo is rather small (10 ~ ~8-10-21 GeV) [10].
Turning now to the E 6 model under discussion, the third term in eq. (5) will include m 2 which, due to the
large mh, makes a marked difference in the context of D ° - D ° mixing. The exact form of Amo in terms of the
SUSY parameters and the KM mixing angles can be obtained from the corresponding expression for ArnK in
ref. [9] (see eq. (23)).
In our calculations we have u s e d f o = 0 . 2 GeV, c' =0.5 and have chosen the gluino mass m s to be 40, 70 and
100 GeV and/~e=50, 70 and 100 GeV ,2. We find that Amo is significantly enhanced and can be as large as
O ( 1 0 -13 GeV) for rag=40 GeV, ~te=50 GeV and sufficiently large mh (50 GeV). In fig. 1 we have plotted
P(D°--,D °) which is related to Amo through
P ( D ° ~ D ° ) = ½( A m D / _ F ' ) 2 ,

(6)

where F (1.53 X 10-~2 GeV) is the D O decay width. P(D°--.D ° ) can be extracted from the experimental data
on like-sign dileptons and has been measured in proton-Fe collisions [ 12], neutrino production [ 13] and muon
scattering [ 14 ]. The last mentioned experiment gives the most stringent upper bound, viz. P ( D °--, D O) ~<0.012
which is also shown in the figure.
It should be pointed out that in this calculation we have taken only the short-distance contribution to AmD
and in the estimation of the hadronic matrix element we have used the so called "bag factor" B = 0.33. Left-right
mixing in the squark sector, which is anyway small, has been dropped. In the SUSY box diagrams we have
not retained the momenta in the external lines since the internal lines are now heavy SUSY particles.
:2 These massesare consistent with the most recent experimentalfindings [ 11 ].
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Fig. 1. P(D°--,D °) as a function of mh. rB=I.0 ps, B=0.33,
/~ = 0.04. The solid, broken and dotted lines correspond to m e = 40,
70 and 100 GeV, respectively. Curves for/tL= 50, 70 and 100 GeV
are shown. The experimental bound is also indicated.

In conclusion, we have found that in the superstring-inspired E6 model with h-b mixing the contribution to
AmD from SUSY box diagrams is increased by several orders and, in some cases, is strikingly close to the experimental upper bound. Thus if future experiments indicate a Arno much larger than the standard model prediction, then it will provide indirect support to h-b mixing in superstring-inspired E 6 models.
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